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Company: Matchtech

Location: Poole

Category: other-general

Job summary

Matchtech Recruitment have partnered with a manufacturer of luxury motor yachts to help

recruit experienced GRP Finisher based in Poole and Portland

Key skills required for this role

Finisher

Important

Finisher

Job description

Our Client has solidified its reputation as a global icon in the luxury motor yacht

manufacturing industry, crafting market-leading products since 1967.

Nestled in Poole and Portland on England's southern coast, our client stands as one of

Dorset's largest private employers, with a global presence spanning every continent.

Upholding an unwavering commitment to excellence, our client's relentless pursuit of perfection

has solidified its leading position in the marine industry today.

Who We're Seeking:

We are in search of a skilled GRP Finisher to join our client's esteemed team. In this role,

you will see your efforts directly contribute to the entire product lifecycle, from ambitious

concept to impressive realization.

Ideal candidates will possess relevant experience in car body repair or, preferably, within

the marine industry. Additionally, the successful candidate must demonstrate a proficient

understanding of GRP Laminating and Finishing techniques.
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As a GRP Finisher/Laminator, you will be tasked with finishing mould tool plugs and

laminating various components for all new boat models. Your responsibilities will include

reading technical specifications, filling and fairing, selecting and applying gel coat, finishing

surfaces, trimming GRP, and undertaking minor repairs as part of a dedicated team

committed to upholding our clients trademark quality promise.

The Ideal Candidate:

Demonstrates a motivated and optimistic approach towards assigned tasks Comfortable

working at heights Driven to deliver exceptional workmanship even under tight tolerances Mindful

of and adheres to the Company's Health and Safety procedures at all times

Working Schedule:

Day Shift | Monday-Friday, 07:00-15:30

Payrates:

£14.00p/h PAYE (Semi-Skilled)

£15.05-£16.05p/h PAYE (Skilled)

In addition to competitive pay a comprehensive holiday package of 30 days including bank

holidays will be paid.

Join us and experience the opportunity to work closely with our remarkable products while

enjoying the perks of being part of the Sunseeker family.

Share

manages this role

Matchtech is a STEM Recruitment Specialist, with over 35 years’ experience
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